the pharcyde
drop

we dub the song in reverse. so all you hear is jibberish.
the band memorizes the jibberish and lip sincs to it. we shoot long
takes camera always pulling back with band walking backwards with
us the whole way.

as you watch the video you will start to see weird stuff happening
like:
-them all walking down street soaking wet, then at end off lyric, 10
gallons of water magicly lift off of them.
-smoke going into mouth as someone is rhyming.
-tipped over wagons tipping back onto their wheels with one of the
guys in it rolling off screen.
-the guys poping up off the ground right as one starts a line.
-one of the guys tackles the other while rhyming pushing him out of
frame.
-broken bottle assembleing itself in front of them.
-having one of them drop into frame as he starts a line.
-pulling potato chips out of their
-tre's puppy bouncing up at their feet.
-one of the guy's pulling a peice of paper out of his pocket and
uncrumbles it to reveal a big painting that he puts right into the lens
and fills the frame. then a hand reaches in and unpaints the painting.
-eating chips
-wearing a clown suit
-hobleing on crutches
-speedo

we will also shoot a few takes with the song going forward but it
looks like they are moving backwards. the way they are walking and
bouncing, etc.

we want to shoot on 35 so it is very crisp and clear. the location will
be betweenbuildings downtown la.
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